
• SQL Server 2008 and 2008  
R2 – Extended support ends 
July 9, 2019.

• Windows Server 2008 and 2008 
R2 – Extended support ends 
January 14, 2020.

In business, rapid, disruptive change is the new normal. Business leaders know 
that they must adapt quickly, or risk getting left behind—but for many, legacy 
infrastructure is slowing them down. More frequent and sophisticated security 
exploits combined with network bottlenecks and a massive influx of new data are 
challenging businesses’ ability to keep up. In fact, 71 percent of IT organizations 
cite legacy infrastructure as the biggest barrier to transformation.1 For companies 
looking to gain or maintain a competitive advantage, moving now to Microsoft 
Windows Server 2019 and SQL Server 2017 makes sense. Optimized for Intel® 
Xeon® Scalable processors, Windows Server 2019 and SQL Server 2017 deliver 
highly scalable performance, strengthened security, and faster insights from 
data—all while improving total cost of ownership (TCO). In addition, these 
hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) solutions from Intel and Microsoft help 
organizations get future-ready by easing the path to hybrid cloud, for increased 
agility without giving up control.
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Modern Software Runs Best on Modern Hardware
Updating both hardware and software at the same time delivers the maximum 
functionality, as the two are designed to work best together. Upgrading only 
software will yield some performance improvement—but less than could be 
realized by upgrading both—and maintenance costs will continue to climb. In 
addition, a lack of hardware-level security exposes an organization to increased 
risk from security threats—a significant concern, particularly as compliance 
regulations continue to evolve. Similarly, upgrading only hardware translates to 
slower performance than might be achieved by upgrading both—because older 
software is unable to leverage all the compute, storage, and network benefits 
of new hardware. And upgrading only hardware also leads to increased security 
vulnerability—in this case, from a lack of software-level security. 
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Benefits of the Latest Software and  
Hardware Innovation
Modernizing IT infrastructure with Windows Server 2019 
and SQL Server 2017 on Intel Xeon Scalable processors 
accelerates innovation and delivers business value with these 
benefits:   

• Reduced “technical debt” – Unplanned downtime and 
maintenance costs decrease, and IT staff efficiency 
improves.

• Improved data security and compliance – The latest 
hardware- and software-level security features strengthen 
network security from data center to cloud to edge and 
provide support to meet GDPR and other compliance 
requirements.

• An easier path to hybrid cloud – HCI improves 
infrastructure efficiencies, enabling rapid deployment of 
IT services while reducing costs.

• Support for expanding workloads – Combining improved 
performance with advanced analytics and artificial 
intelligence (AI) technologies speeds time to insight from 
data and allows for faster delivery of apps and releases. 
SQL Server is the only commercial database with AI built-in.

Memory and storage technologies from Intel are key to the 
value that Windows Server 2019 and SQL Server 2017 deliver. 
Compared to a five- to eight-year-old server paired with 
Windows Server 2008 R2, a new server—based on the Intel 
Xeon Scalable platform, with Intel® Optane™ DC persistent 
memory and running Windows Server 2019—provides four 
to 16 times more memory. And storage capacity gets a boost 
from Intel® Optane™ solid state drives (SSDs). 

Build with Confidence
Building an infrastructure capable of meeting modern 
business challenges can seem overwhelming. With so 
many components to choose from, it’s not always easy to 
know which will work best together. Pre-configured, Intel-
verified Intel® Select Solutions can help. Comprised of tightly 
specified hardware and software components—designed 
and benchmarked to deliver optimal performance for specific 
workloads—Intel Select Solutions allow you to build with 
confidence. Pre-defined settings and system-wide tuning 
make deployment fast and easy. A wide variety of pre-
configured solutions are available, including Intel Select 
Solutions for Microsoft SQL Server Business Operations, for 
SQL Server Enterprise Data Warehouse, and for Windows 
Server Software Defined Storage. Learn more about Intel 
Select Solution options at intel.com/selectsolutions.

Get Ready for the Future, on Your Terms
Don’t let legacy infrastructure hold your business back. Get 
the performance, efficiency and security you need to be able 
to compete—today and in the future—with Microsoft SQL 
Server 2017 and Windows Server 2019 on the Intel Xeon 
Scalable platform. By making it easier to take advantage 
of the benefits of cloud, these solutions from Intel and 
Microsoft help you get future-ready, on your terms.

Discover the better together benefits of Windows Server 
2019, SQL Server 2017 and Intel Xeon Scalable processors 
at intel.com/microsoftdatacenter.
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